Masked level discrimination: deterring profile listening.
Two experiments examined how level discrimination (also called intensity discrimination) between two successive three-tone complexes depends on the bandwidth and rove range of a notched-noise masker. The three-tone complex consisted of equally intense components at 0.84, 1, and 1.17 kHz set to 25, 55, or 85 dB SPL. The notch extended from 0.77 to 1.27 kHz for all masker bandwidths. The masker level changed randomly on each presentation to reduce profile cues. Results from five listeners showed that level-discrimination thresholds, delta L's (= 20 log([p + delta p]/p), where p is pressure), increased somewhat as the rove range increased. In contrast to profile-discrimination experiments, the delta L's did not decrease with increasing masker bandwidth. In addition, when the rove range was 10 dB or larger, discrimination was generally better than the best possible performance by a profile observer. The results indicate that profile analysis is not essential for reasonably good level discrimination in the presence of notched-noise maskers.